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This is an album of Sacred Sanskrit Chant music based on traditional prayer lyrics with varying degrees

of vibrational healing intensity. from meditational to highly rhythmic. 14 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing,

WORLD: Asian Details: INTRODUCTION Music is an incredibly powerful channel for healing and

experiencing the Divine within us... "Kirtan" is the Sanskrit word for a group musical expression of the

Divine Spirit. Listening, or tuning in, to our vibration raises us to a higher spiritual state where we actually

feel and experience unique Divine Nature. Circle of Light embraces ancient Sanskrit healing tradition

through carefully arranged compositions that resonate at varying degrees of intensity. There are five

distinct chant sections: an introduction of East/West fusion chant for the preparation phase; sacred chant

to fully immerse and invoke heightened vibrational awareness; tonal voice chant for reflection and

embodiment; percussive chant and mantra to intensify the experience; peaceful surreal chant as a

meditative conclusion that touches the heart as a lasting impression. MAIN ARTISTS Dav-id has travelled

the world and spent time along the way with people of many races and belief systems. After a period of

living in a Krishna Temple Dav-id brgan practicing chant as his own personal 'calm center' method and

still does. He has also walked the spiritual healing pathway of Buddhist, Native American, Celtic Druid

and Crystal Healing. His voice resonates and vibrates deep to the core of the listener's psyche,

generating feelings of warmth and 'connectedness' Natalia grew up in an environment where communal

living and family chanting became second nature from an early age. The richness and maturity of her

voice instantly captivates the listener with sacred words emmanating from deep within her Spirit.

MUSICIANS MESSAGE This is a celebration of our Worldly and Spiritual connectedness though the

medium of Sacred Chant. An expression of 'Unity though Diversity' as musicians from all over the world,

from different walks of life and a multitude of experience's, come together to celebrate 'Sacred Life'

though music... 'May we meet you in the music.' COMPETITION You are cordially invited to submit

composition(s) to Ninewells Music by sampling or using "Ganesha Drum Mantra" or creating your own

unique work. Healing renonance or Zen - yin/yang energy is the theme and any percussive instument can

be used including electronics. Zamo Zansa by James Asher would be a great example... Winner will be
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offered an agreement to produce an album entitled BIORHYTHMS. Best 10 runners up a compilation

album HEALING RESONANCE. All submissions must be in 16 bit Wave format or better and supplied on

CD with this card. E-mail if any questions: Ninewells Music International 15 Juno Drive, Asheville, NC

28806. USA Tel: 001-828-274-8953 E-mail: ninewellsmusic@earthlink.net
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